FOLIAGE
NATUREVERDE

We design

We make
We fit

We bring joy!

LOVE OF NATURE

Innerspace Cheshire is based near the small town of
Nantwich in the North West of England where we make
products that are kind to both people and the planet.
Local, considered production is by our dedicated team of
makers at our workshop and our own installation team
can handle the fitting nationwide.

We take care to source the most sustainable materials
and manufacture our products with the minimum impact.
We want to bring joy to your space and that comes from
loving what we do and how we do it.

We have seen different types of business since we started
working together over 20 years ago.
Not all of it was awesome, in terms of kindness to people or
to the environment, so we wanted that kindness to become
the foundation of Innerspace Cheshire.
Given that our dog, Penny is such a key team member you
might wonder why we have a cat as our logo. We love cats
too and our logo represents the Cheshire cat which signifies
our local roots and production.
If you're ever passing come say hi, we have decent
coffee.

NATUREVERDE

NATUREVERDE is carefully crafted by
hand at our workshop in Cheshire!
100% nature
100% real foliage
100% real flowers
100% joy
0% watering required
0% sunlight required
0% maintenance required

WHAT IS BIOPHILIC DESIGN?
Biophilia (meaning love of nature) focuses
on humans’ innate attraction to nature
and natural processes.
We all have a genetic connection to the
natural world.
Popularized by biologist Edward O Wilson
in the 1980’s, he observed how increasing
rates of urbanisation were leading to a
disconnection with the natural world.
Biophilic Design uses these ideas as
principles to create a human centred
approach that when applied improves
many of the spaces that we live and work
in today, with numerous benefits to our
health and well-being.
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JUNGLE

JUNGLE BESPOKE PLANTERS

JUNGLE & FLOWER PLANTERS

JUNGLE PICTURE

OPTIONS
FOLIAGE AND
FLOWERS

FLOWERS YELLOW

IVY

JUNGLE

FLOWERS PINK

OPTIONS
WALLS

1. CHOOSE YOUR SIZE
We make all our walls completely bespoke to your requirements, reducing waste to zero.

2. CHOOSE YOUR SUBSTRATE
We use a carbon negative board made from hay as standard, but if you’d prefer something
different, let us know.

3. CHOOSE YOUR FOLIAGE AND FLOWERS
4. CHOOSE YOUR FRAME
You don’t have to have a frame, you can leave it natural.
But if you do want one, you can have wood or metal, painted to any colour you want, ask us
for more information.

OPTIONS

PLANTERS

1. CHOOSE YOUR SIZE
150(l) * 150(w) * 150(h)
250(l) * 250(w) * 250(h)
500(l) * 250(w) * 250(h)

Desktop Planter
Desktop Planter
Desktop Planter

1,000(l) * 250(w) * 250(h)
250(l) * 250(w) * 250(h)
150(l) * 150(w) * 150(h)
500(l) * 250(w) * 1,000(h)
500(l) * 250(w) * 500(h)

Desktop Planter
Hanging Planter
Hanging Planter
Floor Planter
Floor Planter

500(l) * 500(w) * 1,000(h) Floor Planter
Bespoke sizes available

2. CHOOSE YOUR FOLIAGE AND FLOWERS
3. CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
BLACK PLAIN

DARK GREY PLAIN

MID GREY PLAIN

LIGHT GREY PLAIN

WHITE PLAIN

BLACK BIRCH

DARK GREY BIRCH

MID GREY BIRCH

LIGHT GREY BIRCH

WHITE BIRCH

Bespoke
colours
available

NATURAL BIRCH

OPTIONS
PICTURES

1. CHOOSE YOUR SIZE
PREMIUM
225(w) * 225(h) * 50(d) Square
550(w) * 550(h) * 50(d) Square
1,200(w) * 1,200(h) * 50(d) Square
550(w) * 875(h) * 50(d) Rectangle
550(w) * 1,200(h) * 50(d) Rectangle
550Ø * 50(d) Circle
875Ø * 50(d) Circle
1,200Ø * 50(d) Circle
Bespoke sizes available

STANDARD
225(w) * 225(h) * 24(d) Square
550(w) * 550(h) * 24(d) Square
1,200(w) * 1,200(h) * 24(d) Square
550(w) * 875(h) * 24(d) Rectangle
550(w) * 1,200(h) * 24(d) Rectangle
550Ø * 24(d) Circle
875Ø * 24(d) Circle
1,200Ø * 24(d) Circle

2. CHOOSE YOUR FOLIAGE AND FLOWERS

3. CHOOSE YOUR FRAME

STANDARD

PREMIUM

SPECIFICATION

JUNGLE WALL PANELS
Introduction
Innerspace Cheshire Jungle Wall Panels are suitable for internal use.
They are maintenance free and shouldn’t be watered or sprayed.
They don’t need light and are a sustainable alternative to faux materials.
Specification
Standard Composition

Panel Sizes
Panel Thickness
Weight
Packaging

9mm Eco board backing
(Eco board is manufactured from straw and reeds, is carbon-negative and formaldehyde free)
Painted with clay-paint
Preserved real foliage is fixed with staples. We use eucalyptus, ruscus, ivy and chestnut as available.
Panels are made to order – max size 1220mm * 2440mm
Approx 80mm (wide variance because we use real plants)
Approx 10Kg / Sq. m
Our panels are delivered on a dedicated vehicle with the corners protected using recycled timber corner protectors.

Installation
The panels should be screw fixed through the front – avoiding the preserved foliage.
Panels may be fitted vertically using adhesive, but we recommend screw fixing for ceiling applications.
Maintenance
The preserved foliage needs no light source and must not be watered.
Generally, no specific maintenance is required.
Light dusting should be undertaken to remove any debris that has settled on the foliage.
The foliage can become dry if humidity is very low – restore comfortable humidity levels and it will become moist again. When dry it is vulnerable to damage
so try to avoid this.
If the foliage is damaged the panels can be repaired. Contact us to organise this.
The foliage will fade gently in direct sunlight.
Sustainability
All our foliage is sourced from sustainable sources where it can regrow each growing season.
Our Eco board is carbon negative and has very low VOC and zero formaldehyde emissions.
Our make to order policy means low waste
Our low impact packaging is reused packing crates
All our manufacturing is in our workshop in Cheshire, so limited transport impact to site.

IVY WALL PANEL
Introduction
Innerspace Cheshire Ivy Wall Panels are suitable for internal use.
They are maintenance free and shouldn’t be watered or sprayed.
They don’t need light and are a sustainable alternative to faux materials.
Specification
Standard Composition

Panel Sizes
Panel Thickness
Weight
Packaging

9mm Eco board backing
(Eco board is manufactured from straw and reeds, is carbon-negative and formaldehyde free)
Painted with clay-paint
Preserved real ivy is fixed with staple
Panels are made to order – max size 1220mm * 2440mm
Approx 80mm (wide variance because we use real plants)
Approx 10Kg / Sq. m
Our panels are delivered on a dedicated vehicle with the corners protected using recycled timber corner protectors.

Installation
The panels should be screw fixed through the front – avoiding the preserved foliage.
Panels may be fitted vertically using adhesive, but we recommend screw fixing for ceiling applications.
Maintenance
The preserved ivy needs no light source and must not be watered.
Generally, no specific maintenance is required.
Light dusting should be undertaken to remove any debris that has settled on the foliage.
The ivy can become dry if humidity is very low – restore comfortable humidity levels and it will become moist again. When dry it is vulnerable to
damage so try to avoid this.
If the ivy is damaged the panels can be repaired. Contact us to organise this.
The ivy will fade gently in direct sunlight.
Sustainability
All our ivy is sourced from sustainable sources where it can regrow each growing season.
Our Eco board is carbon negative and has very low VOC and zero formaldehyde emissions.
Our make to order policy means low waste
Our low impact packaging is reused packing crates
All our manufacturing is in our workshop in Cheshire, so limited transport impact to site.

PLANTERS
Introduction
Innerspace Cheshire Natureverde Planters are suitable for internal use.
They are maintenance free and shouldn’t be watered or sprayed. They don’t need light and are a sustainable alternative to faux
materials.
Specification
Standard composition
Zero Formaldehyde MDF construction
Finished with clay-based paint or with natural Birch bark either left natural or painted with clay-based paints
The planters are filled with foliage preserved with saline solution.
Foliage comprises solely ivy or ivy mixed with other available evergreen foliage typically including eucalyptus, cheesewood and
chestnut. Preserved flowers can be added to the foliage.
Hanging planters are supplied with 2m of coloured cable for hanging
Desktop and floor planters are supplied with felt pads to protect floors and furniture.
Installation
Desktop and floor planters are simply placed in position.
Hanging planters are supplied with cable but not with fixings.
Maintenance
The preserved foliage needs no light source and must not be watered.
Generally, no specific maintenance is required.
Light dusting should be undertaken to remove any debris that has settled on the foliage.
The foliage can become dry if humidity is very low – restore comfortable humidity levels and it will become fresh again. When dry
it is vulnerable to damage so try to avoid this.
If the foliage is damaged it can be replaced. Contact us to organise this.
The foliage will fade gently in direct sunlight.
Sustainability
All our foliage is sourced from sustainable sources where it can regrow each growing season.
Our zero formaldehyde boards have very low VOC and zero formaldehyde emissions.
Our make to order policy means low waste.
Our low impact packaging is recycled and recyclable cardboard.
All our manufacturing is in our workshop in Cheshire, so limited transport impact to site.

PICTURES
Introduction
Innerspace Cheshire Natureverde and Naturemoss Pictures are suitable for internal use.
They are maintenance free and shouldn’t be watered or sprayed. They don’t need light and are a sustainable alternative
to faux materials.
Specification
Standard composition
Zero Formaldehyde MDF construction.
Finished with clay-based paint.
The pictures are filled with natural moss, foliage and flowers preserved with saline solution.
Moss species used include Reindeer moss, bun moss and sheet moss. Foliage comprises solely ivy or ivy mixed with other available evergreen
foliage typically including eucalyptus, cheesewood and chestnut. Preserved flowers can be added to the foliage.
Hanging fixings are included.
Installation
Fixings are included. Screwfix the fixing to the wall using appropriate screws and plugs. Hang the picture onto the wall fixing.
Maintenance
The preserved moss and foliage needs no light source and must not be watered.
Generally, no specific maintenance is required.
Light dusting should be undertaken to remove any debris that has settled on the moss and foliage.
The moss and foliage can become dry if humidity is very low – restore comfortable humidity levels and it will become fresh again.
When dry it is vulnerable to damage
so try to avoid this.
If the moss or foliage is damaged it can be replaced. Contact us to organise this.
The moss or foliage will fade gently in direct sunlight.
Sustainability
All our moss and foliage is sourced from sustainable sources where it can regrow each growing season.
Our zero formaldehyde boards have very low VOC and zero formaldehyde emissions.
Our make to order policy means low waste.
Our low impact packaging is recycled and recyclable cardboard.
All our manufacturing is in our workshop in Cheshire, so limited transport impact to site.

We’d love to hear from you…
01270 625 043
0ffice@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk

